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Qtymme Pipe Line Co.
Order Aftlrminalaltlal Declllou
101 FERC, 61,145 (2002)

Olympic Pipe Line Company (Olympic) submitted a rate increase filing with a
cost of service justification. However, an issue arose when Olympic determined to
replace its initial cost of service analysis (Cue 1, which was filed in accordance with the
Commission's base and test year regulations) with a later analysis (Case 2, which
incorporated a period not allowed by the regulations). After reviewing the Commission's
oil pipeline rate change regulations and concluding that Olympic's proposed rate
increases were not supported, the Presiding Judge (AU) gnmtcd a motion for smnmary
disposition and ordered Olympic to make refunds. (OlYIQPiC Pjpc Line Co.• I00 FERC 1
63,005 (2002)). Olympic filed a brief on exceptions to the Initial Decision, alleging that
the AU erTCd by: (1) violating standards for motions to strike and sumnuuy disposition;
(2) denying Olympic its rights to due process; and (3) striking Olympic's Case I as
unreliable. (hL at 62,040).
Olympic's tint exception raised the issue of whether summary disposition of a
rate filing is permitted where the record on its face shows that. based on a comparison of
the rate increase tariff filing and the subsequent case-in~hief evidence proffered in
support of the increase. the proponent of the rate increases canoot prevail,. (!d:. at
62,041 ). The Commission found that the AU properly granted IUIDitl8r)' disposition,
concluding that once Olympic had decided that it could not justify its rate increases based
on its Case 1 analysis {which it abandoned without meeting the Commission's good
cause requirement) and after the AU properly struck Case 2 as inconsistent with the
Commission's base and test year regulations, there was no support for the proposed rates.
Olympic claimed that the AU's decision to grant a motion to strike Olympic's
entire Case 2 violated due process requirements. The Commission found that due process
wu accorded to Olympic. First, Olympic had sufficient notice of the motion for
summary disposition and striking its evidence, was afforded an adequate opportunity to
respond, and failed to do so. Second, the Commiaaion found that the AU had not
rejected the Case.2 evidence on substantive grounds. The rejection here was a threshold
dctamination that Olympic could not meet its burdtn of proof because it had abandoned
its Case 1 and relied on a Case 2, which waa inconsistent with its rate tariff filing.
Olympic's procedural recourse is to file a new rate ina'caae tariff when the defect is
cured. {lsL at 62,043).
The Commission rejected Olympic's exceptions regarding tbe finding that Case 1
was WJreliable, concluding that the AU wu justified in finding that Olympic bad
abaDdoncd Cue I as its caao-in-dlicf. This finding wu hued on both tbe testimony of
Olympic's primary witness and the fact that Olympic was prepamd to proceed solely on
the basis of its Cue 2 evidence.

The Commission affirmed the Initial Decision and rejected Olympic's rate

increue tiling.
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COMM-OPINION.ORDER, 101 FERC 111,245, Olympic Pipe Line Company, Docket No. IS01-441.-o, (Nov.
28,2002)

C12005, CCH INCORPORATED. All Rights Reserved. A WottersKiuwer Company
Olympic Pipe Une

Comp~~ny,

Docket No.IS01..W1.000

(82,039]

Olympic Pipe Une Company, Docket No.IS01..W1-000

Order Afnnnlng tntlial Decision

(laued November 21, 2002)
Before Commluloners: Pat Wood, IR, Cball'l'nlln; William L Mnaey, Und1 BrNthltt, and No,. Meed

Brownen.
1. On July 19, 2002, the Presiding administrative law judge (AU) issued an Initial decision 1 recommending
re)ection of Olympic Pipe line Canpany's (Otympic) rate Increase filing in Docket No. 1501-441-QOQ . 2 The initial
decision Is amrmed for the reasons stated beJow. This order beneftta the public because It requires carriers fifing
cost-d-service rate Increases to support U*r filings with C8SfHn-d'llef evidence consistent with the Commission's
regulations.

•• Introduction
Background
2. On July 30, 2001 , Olympic submitted a tariff ftHng wtlh a cost-of-seMce justiftcation that proposed to
lnaease Olympic's rates for tntnaportation of petroleum producta from Anacortes, FemdaJe, and Cherry Potnt,
Washington to Unnton and Portland, Oregon by 62 percent 3

3. ~mpic stated that the reasons for tiling the rate lncreasee were that It had an earnings gap due to
increased power rates, systam enhancements and an aggrasaiYe lntltmallnspection and repair program. ~

Olympic estinated that It can transport about 90 percent of the volume that It transported In 1998 (the last fuH year
before an explosion on Its pipeline),~ at 80 percent of Its 1998 openlting Pf888Ure. It stated lhat It excfuded from
lis coat data al costs diredfy aescdatad with the Whatcom Creek 8Cddent and tts opa atur transition

(12,MO]

costs, o adjultBd the base period data to reftect the pending sale of its SeaTac aaets, and adjusted the additions

to earner property in service due to smart pigging, Internal inspection repaln1, hydrotesting, boring and rerouting of

Una segments, and control system upgrades.
4. Tosco Corporation (Tosco) and Tesoro West Coast Company d/bla Tesoro Northwest Company (Tesoro)
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protested the filing. They questioned Olympic's cost-of-service data supporting the proposed rate increases
related to the 'Mlatoom Creek accident They also asserted that an investigation was needed to determine the
basis of unusual increases in Otympic's outside services and operating expenses. Tosco challenged Olympic's
proposed equity ratio of 82.92 percent and Olympic's proposed 11 .73 percent equity rata of return. Tesoro
asserted that Olympic has not defined its base period or its test period, and that the test period data did not
appear to confonn to the nine-month adjustment period requirement The Convnlssion found that the Issues in
this case pertain to the data and methods used to detennine Olympic's cost-of-service, and to specific aspects of
Olympic's present and histork: business practices. The rMOiution of these factual disputes would affect the cost
Impact on Tosco and Tesoro as individual shippers on Olympic. The Commission found that then! was insufficient
data before the Commission to resolve these disputes. It was therefore appropliate to estabti&h hearing
procedures to examine the issues. 7

5. After initial setUementjudge procedures proved unsuccessful, prehearing conferences were held before the
ALJ on October 18, 2001 , and January 3, 2002. Pursuant to the procedural schedule set by the AU, a motion for

summary dlspoaition and strlldng testimony was filed on June 14, 2002 by Tesoro.

Initial DeCision
6. The AU reviewed the Commission's oil pl~lne rate change regulations and concfuded that Olympic's
proposed rate Increases were not supported, granted summary disposition and ordered refunds.

Exceptions
7. On August 19, 2002, Olympic filed a brief on exceptions to the initial decision. Olympic argues that the ALJ
erred by: (1) violating standards for motions to strike and summary disposition; (2) denying Olympic its rights to
due process; and (3) fdrfking Olympic's Cue 1 0 as unreliable, relying on the change In ownership and operation
of Otympic as a basis for ruling against Olympic, and relying on the absence of audited financial records and
finding that costs of the VVhatcom Creek accident may not have been excluded from Otympie's proposed cost-ofservice.

Exceptions Opposed
8. Briefs opposing exceptions were filed by Tesoro and Tosco on September 9, 2002. Tosco opposed
exceptions filed by Olympic on the basis that (1) the ALJ property rejected Olympic's rate lnaeases; (2) Olympic
failed to support is rate increase flUng, as required by the regutations; and (3) Olympic was given and exercised its
due process rights in answering the objections to Its evidence.

9. Tesoro argues that exceptions should be denied because Olympic's evidence did not comply with the
regulations, and did not meet its prima facie burden, and because its base periods were projected budgets, not
actual expenses, and Its witnesses were not familiar with Otymplc's operations or books of account

10. On Octcber 7, 2002, Olympic flied a
filed an answer on October 22, 2002.

motion to strike parts ofTesoro's brief opposing exceptions. Tesoro

11. Dl8cuulon

1. Standards for Summmy Disposition
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Initial Decision

11. The ALJ found that Olympic's case-in-chief evidence consisted of two separate rate cases: the first Case
1, foftowed the rate inaease tmng of July 30, 2001, adopting a year 2000 as the base year and the nine-month
test period subsequent to the base year. The aecond, Case 2. assumed a base year of October 1, 2000 to
September 30, 2001 and a test period of nine months from October 1, 2001 to June 30, 2002, for adjustment of
that base year costs, throughput and rates. 8 Olympic indicated it intended to foUow Case 2.

12. On June 26, 2002, the AU ruled that the Case 2 case-i'H:hief was inconsiStent with the oil pipeline rate
regulations, aa Olympic's evidence addressed a base and test period lnconslstant with those oontalned In the rate
Increase
[82,041)
filing, and the AU struck that evidence. 1t1 The AU also held that Olympic's Case 1 evidence could not be the
basis for going forward to a hearing because Olympic Itself did not ~leve it was correct and Alliable and
therefore, granted summary disposition of Olympic's filing. 11 Spectficaly, the ALJ found upon review of the
proposed evidence, that Olympic's Case 1 did not present costs "known and measurable with reasonable
aca1racy.• and It would thet efote be futile to proceed to a hearing. In revtewtng Otympic's fiNngs, the Al.J found
that no explanation had been given for Ofymp«:'s abandonment of Its initial fling, other than an allusion to the fact
that Olympic st»l did not have
numbers, and that such was not lllffident justifk:ation for further
accommodations to Olympic. 12 The AU concluded that the appropriate remedy waa to reject Olymptc's July 30,
2001 filing and to encourage Olympic to re-flle when lt can put together justifiable numbers in support of the rate
lnc:teases.

,itigation-firm.

Exceptions
13. Olympic atgues it had no notice of the AU's intention to strike Olympic's evidence. Furthef, Olympic argues
that the motion to strike goes to the admissibility of evidence. Here the ALJ decided the mer1ta and sufficiency of
Olympic's case-ln-dlief and disputed Issues of fact when the AlJ should have interpreted the evidence In the
most favorable light to Olympic. Thus, continues Otympic, it was improperly denied a hearing on the merits. 13

14. Olympic's exception goes to the issue of whether summary disposition of a rate filing is penniUed where the
record on its face shows that the proponent of the rate II"'CnSBaes cannot pnwal~ baNd on a c:ompartaon of It rate
increase tariff filng and the subsequent case-4n-<:hief evidence proffered In support of the Increase.

15. Rule 217 of the regulations 14 states that •if the dedsional authority deteT11WMts that there is no genuine
Issue of fact material to the decision of a proceeding . .. the decisionaJ authority may summarily dispose of all or
part of the proceeding: The ALJ granted the motion for summary disposition based on the findings contained in
the Initial decision.
16. Olympk:'s case-«H:hief, dated December 13, 2001, was fled by Brett A. CoiHns and others tn suppolt of the
proposed cost--of-seMoe and ina'eased rates. He Dt8d that the resutta contained In Case 2 represent Olympic's
cost-of..leMce in this litigated proceeding. 1J Case 2 represents a base period of October 2000 through
Sep1Bmber 2001 . ad}usted for knoWn and measurable ctalges wtthin nine months thereafter. He explained that
this period Included a ful year with BP as operator and two of Its line segments in operation, and that Case 2 was
the oomJCt basis for evaluation of Olympic's rate Increases. 1fJ From this testimony, it is uncontroverted that
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Olympic's case 1 testimony was itTefevant to any issue In this proceeding from that point on. 17 Accordingly,
the ALJ's dlsmiasal of Case 1 evidence proffered by Olympic must be sustained because whatever subordinate
considerations 18 may have affected the analysis of case 1, they fade into insignificance when the proponent of a
rate Increase unequivocally states that only a certain, spedfic other rate analysis supports its rate increase.
Accordingly, Olympic's exceptions refatfng to the AU's deciSions regarding case 1 are rejected.
17. Otympic also daima that the regulations allow It the disaetion to select a different base and test period
from that used in Its rate increase filing. Olympic argues that there are two factors which justify the shift: the
change In the plpeWne operator from Equilon to BP. and the return to operation of two danaged pipeline
segments. BP took over operation in July 2000, H! and the two pipeline segments resumed operations In 2001 . 20
The Ferndale to Allen segment resumed operations in January 2001 and the Allen to Renton segment resumed
operations In June 2001 . 21 The record shows that both of these events ocx:;urrad before the end of the Case 1
test period , and were known and measurable changes In operations to permit Olympic to accordingly adjust
actual base period data in its tariff ftUng of July 30, 2001, as required by the regulations. 22 That Is the purpose of
the test period adjustment procedure. The only conclusion one can reach in

(12,G42]

these dra.trns8K:&S ia that Otympic decided in December 2001 that it COUld not justify Its rate increases based on
the tariff fling of July 30, 2001, and it needed to abandon that base and test period when it filed Its case-In-chief.
To the extent that the regulations dow a carrier discretion to submit a request to change Its baae aMi test period,
for which good cause Is required by the Comrniask>n's regulations, the Commission finds that these
circumstal aces stated by Olympic would not justify its deviation from the regulations, as set out above. As we have
obeerVed, the two principal changes in operations at Olyrrc>ic-the change In management end return to service of
two pipeline segments were known on July 30, 2001, when Olympic tendered Its rate filing. Accordingly, the
Commission finds that the ALJ property granted sui'M1Sry dispos;tion In this proceeding.

2. Due Process AccolrJed Olympic
lnltJal Decision
18. The ALJ found that Olympic had announced that the numbers filed with Its July 30, 2001 tariff filing were
not litigation quality or ftrm numbers and when it filed Its case-in-chief on December 13, 2001 , it presented two
versions of a cost-of-service; subsequently, on January 3, 2002, Olympic chose to proceed on the basis of Case
2. ~On July 27, 2002, the ALJ suspended the procedural schedule. ln light of the ruling on June 26, 2002, that
the ALJ would issue an initial decisfon as soon as possibfe. The AU found that Olympic abandoned the base and
test period in Its July 30, 2001 filing. The ALJ recognized that Olympic acknowtedged that existing Commission
precedent required a carrier to use the same base and test period in tts direct case that it used In ita tariff filing,
citing Gsviota. 24 The AU found no reason why Olympic should be allowed to take such liberties with the
Commi&aion's procedures. Therefore, the appropriate remedy was to place Olympic in the same position as all
other carriers are in when a cost-of-service ftfing is made by striking all of the case 2 case-irH:tlief testimony.

Exceptions
19. Olympic argues that the AU's dedsion to strike Olympic's entire ca&e-iiH:hief violated due process
requirements and standards for motions to dismiss and summary disposition~ Olympic also argues that the
lntenltate Commerce Ad (ICA) Sections 13(1 ), 15(7) and 15( 13) prohibit the Commisaion from rejectilg its rate
Mng in this proceeding. Olympic also Blgues the Commission's regulation in Section 341.11 ~prohibits rejection
of ita rata fling at this stage of the proceeding.

Commission Decision
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20. On June 14, 2002, Tesoro filed a First Motion for Sunvnary Disposition and to Strike Testimony. By order
issued June 18, 2002, the ALJ set June 25, 2002 as a date for Olympic's response and scheduled oral argument
on the motion. 20 Olympk: filed Its answer and the ALJ considered the motion and the answer WI an oral argument
heki on June 28, 2002, at which time Olympic had a full opportunity to respond tD the motion. The authorities ~7
cited by Olympic, as a basis for Its daim of denial of its due process, are thenlfore irrelevant, as the record shows
that Ofympk: had adequate notice of the pendency of the motion for summary disposition and striking Its
evM:tence, and had the opportunity to respond, but choee not to. The AlJ ordered that Olympic could file an
answer after betng allowed a full15 days tD prepare a response to the motion to strike. Olympic did not take
advantage of that opportunity. Furthermore, at lhe oral argument. the ALJ asked Olympic to advise her if it
decided to abandon Its Juty 30, 2001 filing rather than waiting to take exceptions to an Initial dect&ion In order to
promote judicia' economy and avoid the waste of valuab~ administrative resources. za Otympic then did not
respond, and ignored that opportunity. After waltilg almost three weeks, the AU Issued the initial decision and
order granting the motion on July 19, 2002. Accordingly, the Cormliasion reject& Olympic's assertion it had no
notice or opportunity to respond to the motion for summary disposition and to strike its caSEHJH:hlef.
21 . otympic argues that a rate lnaease which has gone into effect cannot be rejected, citing Mun/cipBI Light

Boatds v. FPC.

29 That

(62,043)

case, however, stands for the proposition that the Commission may adopt a procedure which may be likened to
the motion for summary judgment contemplated by the Federal Rules of Civil Prcc:edure, which in this Instance Is
the result of the Initial decisb1. 30 Furthermore, the Court of Appeals stated thllt the Commission may reject a
ftJJng that is a nullity. There Is no diapute that Olympic's filing became a nulftty when it abandoned case 1 and
sought to proceed on a dtftefent basis. The Comrn\uion hint found that ~ic's rate incraasea had not been
shown to be just and reasonable, and suspended them. The ALJ made no finding as to the justness and
reasonableness of C>Jymplc's proposed rates, and the result did not address the merits of Olympic's rate evidence.
These circumstances are cfealty distinguishable from authorities cited by Olympic. 31 The rejection here was a
threshold determination that Olympic could not meet Its burden of proof because It had abandoned Its case 1 and
relied upon a Case 2, which waalnc:Onsistent with the Ju!y 30, 2001 rate increase tartrf filing . Thus, there was no
value to a hearing on the merits. The ALJs actions in thls proceeding, In granting summary disposition under Rule
217, 32 did not make a ded&ion on the merits of Olympic's case-in-chief.

22. Consistent with Municipal Light Boards, 33 there was a defect i1 Olympic's rate Increase tariff filing In that It
could not be supported wfth reliable evidence and the proponent of the rate increase did not support the filing ;
however, that defect was not ntvealad until after December 2001, when It tiled Its caae-in-dlief. The ALJ's
rejection of the case 2 evidence is not based on substantiVe deten'TVnations, but purely procedural
considerations. Anally, Olympic argues that there is no procedural recourse to conecting a defective filing. That is
1ncorract, for as determined by Judge Brenner in Gavials, ~ the proper procedure Is for Olympic to file a new rate
Increase tarttr at such time as it Is prepared to support It wtth consistent and substantial case-4n-dlief evidence.
Accordingly. we find that due process was accorded Olympic by the AU's decisions.
3. ReliabiJty of Olympic's Evklence

lnltJal Decision
23. The AW reviewed the I1ICOI'd on six . . . of conoem wtth the case 1 proposed evidence: (1) the
atmosphere of alteration of data, resulting from the change in corporate ownership and pipe4ine management in
2000; (2) the multiple changes In accounting systems dunng aucial periods; (3) the lack of knowledgeable
emptoyees with hlstoricaMy comptete experience and know\edge; (4) the lack of objedivety reliable audited
numbers; (5) the uncertainty surrounding the cak:ulation of throughput volumes; and (6) the existence of unusual
and substantial costs wtthout complete and reJiable information, apparently stemming from the Whatcom Creek
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accident.

35

24. The AU further found that because of the new ownership of the pipeline, a new operator, and new
personnel offering testimony who had no prior experience with Olympic or its books, the Whatcomb Creek
acxxtent and the subsequent line rupture, combined to result in a lade of confidence In the data and evidence
presented. Further, the AU had substantial questions wf1h Olympic's use of 1998 throughput data, the
assignment of costs from the accident, and the subsequent Investigation and rerouting of the pipeline. The ALJ
concluded that after offering Olympic a reasonable opportunity to support Its filing, It had failed to meet Its prima
facie burden to go fofward to a hearing. The ALJ ordered the tiling rejected and the refund of rate Increases to
shippers. r,

Exceptions
25. Olympic excepts to the ALJ's statements regarding the unreliabiity of Case 1 and Olympic's asserted
abandonment of its case 1 SYidence. 37
Commission Decision

26. The condusion that Otympic had abandoned Case 1 as its C8SEHJH:hief is baaed on the testimony of
prind~ wttneas and the fact that It proposed to proceed aotely on the basia of its Case 2 presentation.
Secondly, the observations of the AU regarding the questions concerning the
1 data and presentations of
the accounts, custodians of the books, and related issues, are entirety collateral to the principal decision by
Olympic to abandon the prosecution of the Case 1 evidence presentation .
Olympic's

case

[12t044l
The AU offered these observations to assist Olympic in the event it would proceed to fiJe a new tariff filing which
1 was abandoned by Olympic. Accordingly,
Olympic's exceptions regarding the findings of unreliability of the evidence are rejected.

It could support. Thus, the AW was justified In finding that

case

4. Impact of Gavk>ta

lnitJal Decision

27. The ALJ found that the decision In Gaviota 3.8 dearty set the standard for deciding the motion for summary
disposition. In Gaviota, Judge Brenner, after striking Gaviota's evidence, allowed Gaviota to ftle a case-irH:hief
which followed its initial tariff filing with regard to base and test per1ods. That situation la not appftcable to Olympic,
since it already filed Its Case 1 case-in-chief, which had the base and test periods the same as Its tariff filing.
There are :we reasons why that could not succeed here. Judge Brenner allowed the refillng by Gaviota because
of the lack of a definitive intefpretation of the new regulations In 1996. That consideration would not apply to
Ofyq>ic In this proceeding as Judge Brenner found that Gaviota was the first carrier to encourrter the Issue
arising under the new regulations, that circumstance is not applk:able to Oly~Jl)ic. Otympic was fully aware of the
Gaviots precedent and had no reason to expect a different outcome. Second, Olympic abandoned Ita Case 1
such that nothing was salvageable at that point and good cause could not be shown. Aooordingly, the possibility
of applying the exception from the presaibed test period In Section 346.2(a){li) ~ could not be granted.

Exceptions

..
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28. Olympic argues that Gsviota does not support or COf1lJel the ALJ to strike the Case 2 presentation. ~ The
ALJ htMd that the remedy required by the oil pipeline regulations and the 1996 decision in Gsvlots was to strike
the case 2 scenario and to put Olympic in the place It should be, as with all other carriers, that when a cost~f
servlce fiting is made, it must use the same base and test periods as those used In Its Initial tate inaease tariff
filing.

Commission Decision

29. The Commission disagrees wtth OJympic's claim. The drcumstancee of Otympc's attempt to move the
base and test perkxt nine months folward from that contained in its tariff filing is precisely the base and test period
shifting attempted by Gaviota. After a thorough review of the background of the relevant ragulations and
asaodated rulemllklnga regarding oil pipeline rata ftlngs, Judge Branner in Ga\ltots concluded that •Gaviota In Its
answer, does not loglcatly support the notion that a pipeline simply can choOse to use base and test periods In Its
case-iiH:hief that differ from those that were used In the Initial fl~ng. • il Judge Brenner also found that "if the
basis of that proof, the base and teet periods used In the Initial fling to Indicate the needed rata change, are
different from the base and test peOod that are filed aa part of the case-in-chief, then the pipeline is filing an
entirely new case for changing Its rates. Furthermore, .. . it is dear that the natural gas regulations, the basis for
the oil pipeWne regulations at Issue, do not pennit pipelines to use different test periods In their separate filings. ..
. The orderly and efficient admlnistlatbt of rate regulation requns some limit on the use of new data. A new rate
proceeding can be Instituted if necesslfY to compensate for changes occurring subsequent to the adjustment cutoff." 42 The Commission c::oncurs In Judge Brennets findings and the AU's reliance on it in the dec!sion here.
There is no basis for an exception to the AI.Js ftndlngs and conclusions on this issue.

5. Ruling on Motion to Strike Parts of Tesoro~ Brief
30. On October 7, 2002, Olympic filed a motion to 81Jike parts of Tesoro's brief opposing exceptions. Olympic
argues that Tesoro's brief goes beyond issues raised In the initiaJ decision or Olympic's brief. These portions of
the Tesoro's brief involve the: (1) 1atues In Olympic's rebuttal case: (2) details of Olympic's case 1 evidence; (3)
evidence from Olympic's intrastate rate case before the VVUTC: (4) fines and damage lawsuits levied aprm
Olympic over the W1atcom accident; and (5) issues such as overhead costs. transition costs and retroactive
ratemaldng. Olympic claims it has been prejudiced by not having an opportunity to respond to Tesoro's brief on
these matters.
31. Tesoro filed an answer arguing that Olympic opened the door to Tesoro's responses by referring to these
matters In its brief on exceptions. Tesoro stated 1hat (1) Olympic's rebuttal case demonstrates Olympic's •moving
targer tactics; (2) Olympic's Case 1 evidence

(82.045]

is unreliable on spedftc issues; (3) evidence from the 'MJTC 1'818 caae is now moot because the Commission has
laued a final order, (4) tNidel'a of tines a1d laWSUits regarding the Whatcom accident rebuts Oty~s
arguments on responsibility for the acddenta; and (5) issues relating to spedftc ratemaking aements are relevant
to the exceptions.

32. We grant otyfl1)k:'s motion for the following 1'88101\1. Flnlt evtdenoe on spedftc lsaues,euch as AFUDC,
rate of return, transition costs, etc., was not ruled on by the AlJ .-xi was not the basis of exceptions. Those
Issues are therefore irrelevant to our dedsion heAt. Second, the AlJ granted IUMI8ry disposition based on the
case-fn..chief alone. Consequently, whatiMtr the rebuttal evidence shows is not germane to our decision. Third,
the WUTC references are ~nt as they torm no basis of our dedsk:ln. Furthermore, lt appears from Tesoro's
answer that the WUTC's decisk>n \s on the merits of Otympk:'s rate incfeases, whefeas our decision here does
not address the meritS of Olympic's claimed rate Increases or any of the elements thereof. Should Olympic
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choose to follow the AU's reconvnendation, It may file to support its positions on these issues in a new
proceeding and Tesoro wtn be free to oppose them without their positions being prejudiced herein.

The Commission orders:
(A) The initiat decision issued on July 19, 2002 in this proceeding is affirmed.

(B) Olympic's motion to strike is granted as discussed In the body of this order.

(C) Olympic's Supplement No.4 to FERC Tariff No. 24 is rejected and otympic Is directed to refund to Its
shippers the suspended rate Increases with interest, as apedfted In the regulations. Olympic must notify aJI of Its
subsaibers of the Commission's deci&ion In this prooeeding.

-Footnotn[82,031]
1

100 FERC ,a3,005 (2002).

Z Order Accepting and Suspending Tariff, Subject to Refund and Conditions, and Establishing a Hearing and

Settlement PfOC8dums, 96 FERC

m1.~50 (2001 ). mhearing denied, 97 FERC 181.210 (2001 ).

3

SUpplement No. 4 to FERC Tariff No. 24. Olympic's rates for petroleum produd transportation services within
the State of washington are regulated by the Washington Utilities & Transportation Commission (WUTC).
~ On May 30,

2001 , Olympic submitted a cost~rvice justification that proposed to ina'ease rates by 76 percent
in Docket No. IS01-258.QQQ . Tosoo Corporation (Tosco) and Tesoro \Nest Coast Company dlbla Tesoro
Northwest Company (Tesoro) protested. Tosco and Tesoro dalmed, among other things, that Olympic's filing did
not provide the data required by Part 346 of the Commission's regulations. The Commission rejected Olympic's
tariff filing by letter order Issued June 29, 2001. 95 FERC 161.488_(2001 ). The Commission found that Olympic
did not provide the required •s1aternents, schedules, and supporting ~· to support It& fiHng, and that It
had not propeny defined a 12-month base period consisting of actual experience and a 9-month test period
consisting of reVenues and costs which are known and measurable with reasonable accuracy at the time of the
filing. Further, Olympic did not lndude throughput data for the test period, as required by Section 346 of the
Commission's regulations. 18 C.F.R. ~(2002).
5 In June 1999, there was an explosion on Olympic's pipeline in the \Nhatcom Creek area of Bellingham,
Washington.

[82,040)

6 BP Pipelines (North America) became the operator of Olympic after July 2000.

to FERC Tarttf No. 24 had not
been shown to be just and reasonable and might be unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminatory, or otherwise
unlawful Accordingly, the Commission acceptBd the tariff sheets for filing and suspended them, to be effective
Septembe· 1, 2001, subject to refund.
l Based upon a review of the filing, the Commission found that Supptement No. 4

oThese cases are defined in Paragraph 11 , Infra.
9 100 FERC ,SS,005, at p. 65,007: Exhibits OLY -30, 31 and 32.
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10

100 FERC ,s5,005, at pp. 65,008-009.

11

100 FERC 935,005, at p. 65,010.

12

100 FERC p,005, at p. 65,009.

13 Olympic

Brief on Exceptions (BOE) at 28.

1~ 18 C.E.R._~ . 211 (2002).
1~

Exh. OPL-28 at 3.

16 Exh. OLP-28 at 16-17.
17

This position was confllmed by Olympic's counsel. 100 EERC ~.005, at p. 65,009.

11 The reUabllty of Ofympk:'s aocountlng and records and the experience of the witnesses wtth Olympic's

business and operations were per1pheral fac:tDnl in the AU's decision to grant summary disposition of the rate
increase tartff filing.
19

Exh. OPL-1 at 3.

20

Exh. OPL-28 at 16.

21 Exh. OPL-27 at 10.
22

Section 346.2 (a)(li) states that ..A test period must consist of a base period adjusted for changes in

[12,042]
revenues and costs which are known and measurable with reasonable accuracy at the time of fiing and which will
become effectiye within nine months after the last month of avallab'e actual experience utilized In the filing. FOI'
good cause shown, the Commission may allow reasonable deviation from the prescribed test period." .utC. F.R.
§346.2 (a)(ii) (2002).
23

100 FERC ~.005, at p. 65,007.

2.4 100 FERC f65,005, at p. 65,009. Gaviota TefTTiinBI Company (Geviota), 76 FERC 9S3.004 (1996).

~ 18 C.F.R. §341_.11(2002).

2C1 Order Scheduling Oral Argument on Motion fer Summary Ofsposltion and Setting Date fer Answer, June 18,
2002.
V Olympic BOE at 59.
28

Tr. 136-37.

29

Municipal LJght Boards v. FPC, 450 E.2d 1341 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

[12.043)
30 ld. at 1346.

AU's finding that a carrie(& tariff flUng may be rejected, pursuant to 18 C .F.R. §341 .11 (2002), because it
does not comply with the regutations or violates any statue, regulation, poficy or order of the Commission, ts
oonsiatent with our decision on summary disposition .

31 The

L

.. ,. h
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~ 18 C.F.f3.,_§385.217 (2002).
3;1

MunicJpsl Ught Bosn:ls v. FPC, 450 F.2d 1341, 1346 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

Order Granting Motion to Strike Testimony, issued Juty 25, 1996, by Administrative Law Judge Brenner. 76
FERC ~3.004 (1996). That docket was subsequentty settJed. Order issued August 5, 1997, approving settlement
of several Gaviota dockets. (Unpublished Order).
34

3!5 100 FERC ,S5,005, at p. 65,010.

31'100 FERC ~5,005, at p. 65,013.
37 Olympic BOE

at 47.

(82,044]
30 Order Granting Motion to Strike Testimony, Issued July 25, 1996, by Administrative Law Judge Brenner, 76
FERC ~ . OOof (1996). That docket was subsequently settted. Order issued August 5, 1997, approving aetdement

of several Gaviota dockets. (Unpublished Order).
~ 18 C.E.R. §346,2 (a}(li) (2002) .

.a Olympic BOE at 37-45.
~ 76 FERC 11)3.004. at p. 65.~0 .

~2 /d.

at pp. 65,020-21 .
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